
 

Basic details

Please give us a short summary of your project.
We'd like to know what your project is, what will happen and who it is aimed at.
You can use up to 600 characters to answer this

This application is to support 5 months of programming at Invisible Wind
Factory's OUTPUT gallery in Liverpool City Centre, working exclusively with
creatives from or based in Merseyside. The bid supports 59 individuals over 12
exhibitions and 31 events, and includes art socials, group critiques and a
weekly Culture Club, with the aim to make OUTPUT the go-to for artistic
excellence by Merseyside. A diverse lineup of graduating, emerging and Turner
Prize-winning artists will validate northern creativity and invest directly in the
local art scene. Gabrielle de la Puente is manager and curator.

Amount requested

Tell us the total amount you are applying to
us for, including any personal access costs*

(£):

£12,683

How much of this request is for your / your
collaborators' personal access costs?* (£):

£0

*If there are extra costs relating to your own access needs, or those of the
people you are working with, to help you deliver your project and manage
your grant online, include them in this figure. For example, payment for a
sign language interpreter to help you manage your project.

If your personal access costs take your request over £15,000 we will still
treat your application as an application for £15,000 and under, and make a
decision within six weeks.

To find out more about personal access costs, please read the information
sheet Access support.

Do you, or does your organisation object to
receiving National Lottery funding for

religious reasons?

No
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Project dates

Tell us the start and end dates for your project.

Make sure you allow enough time:

- for us to process your application
- for us to make a payment before your start date, if your application is

successful
- to deliver all the stages of your project

The dates you give here should be the dates for the full project you’re
applying for.

 We need six weeks to process applications for £15,000 and under.

Project start date: 15/10/2018

Project end date: 13/03/2019

Your start date is less than 6 weeks from today.  Only in exceptional
circumstances would we consider processing an application more quickly
than our published decision times. We will only accept applications with
tighter deadlines if permission has been granted by us in advance. We will
confirm in writing whether you can apply and you must attach this letter
with your application in the ‘Letter attachments’ section.
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Quality: what we want to know

Quality is one of our four criteria

In this section, we want you to tell us in more detail about the project you
would like to do, how it will help you or your organisation develop, and
what you want to achieve by doing it. We also ask about any other artists
or practitioners you may be working with, what their role is, and why you
have chosen to work with them.

Please read the Quality section of our How to Apply guidance for help on
how to answer these questions.

When we look at your answers to these questions we will think about:

- how strong your idea is, and how clearly you have expressed your aims;-
if you have demonstrated that your project is likely to achieve its
ambition;- if the project will strongly develop the work/skills of the
people/organisations involved;- if you have demonstrated that you or the
people you are working with have a track record in delivering good quality
work;- the quality of the experience for the people taking part in the
project; and- whether the artists/organisations involved are high quality in
the context you are working in.
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Quality

Tell us about your (or your organisation’s) relevant work and experience.
You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

Invisible Wind Factory (previously Kazimier Productions CIC) has 10 years
experience creating in-house shows for clients such as Liverpool Biennial,
FACT and Tate, and will provide technical support throughout OUTPUT’s
programme. OUTPUT’s focus is working with creatives from or based in
Merseyside with the aim to profile and develop artistic excellence in the area.
Since launching a pilot programme in April, it has supported 6 artists, 32
participants, 1 graphic designer and 1 curator through exhibitions,
performances, workshops, talks, screenings, group critiques and socials;
including solo shows by Danielle Waine, Hassnat Sikander, as well as Kate
Cooper who has exhibited across Europe and the US and is a founder of Auto
Italia. Exhibition reviews have praised, ‘work with power that would deserve a
show in any city, and which shows the value of having a gallery with its ear
close to the ground of the local scene,’ and the visitor experience: ‘everything
here struck me as designed to make visitors feel they can belong in and be part
of this space’ (Julia Johnson). Because of the gallery’s invitation as being for
Merseyside and thanks to press from A-N and The Double Negative, OUTPUT
has built an engaged audience. The gallery is directed by Gabrielle de la
Puente who works across curation and criticism, with experience as co-founder
of international art criticism website The White Pube, Assistant Producer for AIR
studio’s Tidal Twirlings programme in North Woolwich; and she has curated
shows across the UK.

Tell us more about your project and what you want it to achieve.
We want to know what you aim to do and why, including the ideas behind your project.
You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.
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OUTPUT works only with creatives from or based in Merseyside to provide
critical opportunities for development and community, and to counterbalance
Liverpool’s many institutions focusing on international/national artists instead of
the ones already here. The programme supports 59 individuals over 12
exhibitions and 31 events over 5 months. Artists range from first-time exhibitors
Tony Jaycott, graduate Victoria Hyam, emerging artists Kevin Casey and The
Offy collective, as well as Turner Prize winner Mark Leckey. Group show
OUTPUT OPEN brings together 11 unrecognised artists including Aisha
Mohamed with upcoming curator Jon Edgley; Rad Womyn (Salma Noor, Priya
Sharma, Laura Harris) use art and workshops to support women in detention
centres; ROOT-ed (Fauziya Johnson, Amber Akaunu) will programme over
Black History Month. OUTPUT will partner with Liverpool Irish Festival to
commission a solo exhibition responding to the repeal of the 8th amendment;
with neighbouring institution the Bluecoat to host a show by their volunteers;
and will give a solo show prize to an MA graduate at Liverpool John Moores
University. Events include bi-monthly art socials, group critiques; and a weekly
Culture Club which is co-ran by therapists from neighbouring social support
charity PSS, with the aim to use culture as a tool for conversation, facilitating a
more confident engagement with the arts and overall better mental health.
OUTPUT will also host a support group for black women in the arts.

Tell us how this project will help to develop your work.
You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

The bid will expand Invisible Wind Factory's creative strategy and its offer to
Liverpool with a gallery that is totally focused on investing in and developing the
local art scene. It is the individuals that make up the scene that will benefit most
from the project activity through critical opportunities for artistic and professional
development as well as access to a welcoming creative community in
exhibitions, group critique, art socials and a weekly Culture Club. Culture Club
will allow therapists Julie Chan and Jan-Sher Bhatti and gallery manager and
curator Gabrielle de la Puente to model a new collaboration which will see them
working together on a new approach to cultural engagement and mental health
therapies. Further, the bid will allow OUTPUT to improve the wider profile of
northern creativity by bringing together first-time exhibitors with emerging artists
and a Turner Prize winner, validating the identity of Merseyside artists and
helping to retain and revitalise creative activity in the region. The programme
has been built from public consultation events called INPUT, which were open
invitations for the public to directly influence what the gallery space is used for:
put forward their own names and ideas. Further INPUT events would allow the
gallery manager to try out new processes for curation and engagement that
honour the hyper-local identity of OUTPUT. This approach could secure an
invested audience, and the INPUT model could be used by other organisations.
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Project focus

*What will your project focus on?

If your application is successful we will ask you to reflect back on this at
the end of your project as part of your final activity report.

Pick as many as you feel are relevant to your project.

This project will focus on: trying out new approaches, reaching new or
different audiences, creating or commissioning
new work, working with new people
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Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Mark Leckey

Role in project: Artist

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/mark-leckey-
6877

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Mark Leckey (born 1964, Wirral, Birkenhead) is a British contemporary artist,
working with collage art, music and video. His solo exhibition at OUTPUT will
show a new commission of moving image work.

Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Amber Akaunu

Role in project: Programmer

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: https://www.rootedzine.co.uk

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Amber Akaunu (born 1996, Liverpool) is co-founder of ROOT-ed zine 
exhibition by three artists of

colour, one workshop, and an open mic night of local performers.

Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Fauziya Johnson

Role in project: Programmer

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: https://www.rootedzine.co.uk

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:
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Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: https://www.hyamphoto.com

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Victoria Hyam (born 1993, Liverpool) is an artist, and a Fine Art and MA
Curating graduate from Manchester Metropolitan University. She will contribute
to group exhibition OUTPUT OPEN which brings together unrecognised artists
that are from or based in Merseyside.

Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: John Davies

Role in project: Artist

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: http://www.johndavies.uk.com

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

John Davies (born 1964, Sedgefield) is a British landscape photographer and
past nominate of the Deutsche Börse Photography Prize. He will present a solo
exhibition at OUTPUT of recent work based on a campaign to save
greenspaces in Liverpool.

Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Michael Lacey

Role in project: Artist

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: http://michael-lacey.co.uk

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Michael Lacey (b. 1985 Liverpool) is an artist and musician, and previous
winner of the Liverpool Open and Walter Hutchinson Drawing Prize at the
Glasgow School of Art. He will present a solo exhibition of new works at
OUTPUT.
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Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Aisha Mohamed

Role in project: Artist

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website:

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Aisha Mohamed (b. 1990 Somalia, artist name: Kiara Mohamed) is an artist
contributing to group show OUTPUT OPEN which brings together 11
unrecognised artists.

Artists

Artist, creative or museum specialist’s name: Kevin Casey

Role in project: Artist

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Artist's website: https://www.shouldntthrowstones.co.uk/about/

How will they contribute to the project? Give a brief description of their
work:

Artist Kevin Casey (born 1982 Waterloo, Merseyside) recently finished his Arts
Council-funded project Shouldn't Throw Stones, which looked at Ex-Pilkington's
Glass in St Helens. At OUTPUT, he will present an exhibition of photography
and archival material based on Pilkington's Headquarters.
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Giving us a sense of your work: Attachment

If you would like to include a document or web link to give us a sense of your work you can do it
here.

For example, this could be an image, a music file, a sample of your writing, a video, a link to an
online portfolio or a review of your work.

You can only attach one (either a web link or a document). Your document can be up to 10MB
and we accept PDF, MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint and JPEG files.If you’d like to send us
a video or a sound clip, it’s best to use a link.

If we have asked you for any mandatory attachments (for example, a permission letter) you
should attach these at the end of the application.

Web link: www.a-n.co.uk/news/output-seeks-input-new-
liverpool-gallery-launches-focus-merseyside-
artists/

Document Type Required? Document description Date attached

Click to add attachment... No
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Attachment Details

Document description:
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Public engagement: What we want to know

Public engagement is one of our four criteria.

In this section, we want you to tell us who your project is aimed at, how
they will experience and engage with it, and how you’re going to make
sure your project reaches people.

Please read the Public engagement section of our How to Apply guidance
for help on how to answer these questions.

When we look at your answers to these questions we will think about:

- how strong the case for public engagement with the activity is;
- if the target audiences for the activity are clearly identified;
- if the activity increases opportunities for people who don’t currently get
involved in the arts and culture or are involved a little in arts and cultural
activity;
- if the activity increase opportunities for people already engaged in arts
activity;
- if plans to market the activity to audiences/participants are well defined,
and are likely to achieve your aims;
- if there is no immediate opportunity to involve people (for example,
research and development), whether there is potential for the public to get
involved in the future; and
- where relevant, whether access and diversity been considered
effectively.
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Audience and participants

Is your project aimed at any of the groups below as audiences or
participants?

By 'audience' we mean people who are going to experience your project as
viewers, listeners or readers but are not actively involved in the project.

By 'participants' we mean people who are actively involved in your project
(other than the artists or others leading the project) by devising, creating,
making, presenting or performing.

Tick here if your activity is specifically aimed
at any particular age group.

Tick here if your activity is specifically aimed
at any identified ethnic groups.

X

Tick the ethnic group(s) that you expect to be
significantly represented among audience

and participants.

Audience type - Ethnicity - White - Irish,
Audience type - Ethnicity - White Gypsy or
Traveller, Audience type - Ethnicity - Black/Black
British other or Black/Black British not specific,
Audience type - Ethnicity - Black/Black British -
Caribbean, Audience type - Ethnicity -
Mixed/multiple – White & Black Caribbean,
Audience type - Ethnicity - Mixed/multiple –
White & Black African

Tick here if your activity is specifically aimed
at disabled people.

Tick here if your activity is specifically aimed
at individuals or groups with a particular

sexual orientation identity.

Tick here if your activity is specifically aimed
at either male, female or trans people.
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Public engagement

Please read the Public engagement section of our How to Apply guidance
for information on how to complete this section.

Who will engage with your project?
Think about the audiences or the people who will take part.
You can use up to 1000 characters to answer this.

This bid will continue to engage creative audiences and practitioners across the
North West, and develop further as a national identity will draw people into
Liverpool to engage with OUTPUT’s exhibitions and events. OUTPUT will
benefit from the Invisible Wind Factory’s community, neighbouring Kazimier
Gardens and City Centre footfall with its prime shop-front location on Seel
Street in the Ropewalks area. The gallery will develop an audience of people
recovering from mental illness through its partnership with charity PSS and
regular event Culture Club, whereby clients will be signposted to the gallery to
engage with art with the aim for better mental health. In further audience
development, OUTPUT will follow the research in Create London’s Panic 2018
report and endeavour to build an audience that includes working class people,
people of colour, disabled individuals, and LGBTQI communities who may not
have the same confidence within an art gallery as others.

How will people engage with your project and what experience do you
want them to have?
Tell us about the ways audiences or people taking part will engage, and what they will get from
your project.
You can use up to 1000 characters to answer this.

OUTPUT will engage audience members and visitors with its strong
programming of diverse local artists; and participants will enjoy involvement and
learning with artist workshops, gain artistic development through group critique,
and feel part of a creative community through Art Socials. Regular consultation
INPUT events will invite the public to share their hopes for the gallery and any
criticism they have, thus empowering the individuals who make up the scene by
hosting a gallery they not only feel welcomed to, but whose activity and purpose
they also helped decide. Culture Club will build people’s confidence to engage
with arts and culture and led by therapists will improve mental health.
OUTPUT’s programme was launched in April to repeated comments of ‘this is
exactly what Liverpool needs,’ because of a stark previous lack of artistic
development opportunities in the area, lone-working conditions for studio
members and individuals left isolated outside of the mainstream network.
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Tell us how you will make sure your project reaches people.
We want to know how you will make sure that the people you plan to engage will be able to
experience your project. You can tell us about any planned marketing activities if this is relevant.
You can use up to 1000 characters to answer this.

Building upon Invisible Wind Factory’s huge presence in Liverpool and its pre-
existing communication channels, OUTPUT will continue to grow its own
presence through social media; a promotional video produced (in kind) by Lens
Based Media; developing visual identity with 
cross- marketing agreements with neighbouring NPOs such as the Bluecoat,
Open Eye, Tate and Biennial; involvement with critical discourse and inviting the
attention of local platforms such as The Double Negative and Corridor8, and
national with AQNB. OUTPUT will build relationships with Dadafest, Homotopia,
Brazilica and Liverpool Arab Arts Festival to expand its invitation, and also
target flyering in socio-economically deprived areas in Merseyside to invite
underrepresented gallery audiences. Gallery manager Gabrielle de la Puente
will attend relevant events and market well to make sure the gallery achieves its
status as a useful and welcoming space that is by and for Merseyside.
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In numbers: people benefiting from your project

Estimate how many people will engage with your project.

People who will benefit from your project
Beneficiary Type How many people will benefit from this project?

Artists and creatives, or specialists 59

Participants 304

Audience (live) 880

Audience (broadcast, online, in writing) 20,000

Total 21,243
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Finance: what we want to know

Finance is one of our four criteria.

In this section we will ask you to fill in a budget for your project, and to
answer some questions about how you have put your budget together.
We’ll also ask about how you will manage your budget. We understand
that budgets can change over the life of a project, but we need to see that
you have planned your budget.

Please read the Finance section of our How to Apply guidance for help on
how to answer these questions.

Key things to remember about budgets:

- Your budget has to balance, so your income needs to be the same as
your expenditure
- We expect you to find at least 10% of the total cost of your project from
sources other than the Arts Council
- We need to be able to see how you have worked your figures out
- Your budget should be for the total cost of the project you are applying
to do

When we look at your answers to these questions we will think about:

- whether the budget is appropriate for the activity that is planned (for
example; is the amount of money being asked for suitable for the scale
and type of activity? And how appropriate are the areas of income and
spending?);
- whether all items in the budget are relevant and reasonable (for example;
are fees or wages appropriate to the context? And have quotes for assets
been appropriately researched for any asset purchases?); and
- whether the application demonstrates that the activity is attracting
income from other sources; is any other income confirmed? If not, do
potential income sources seem realistic?
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Income

Enter all your cash income on this page, as well as any Support in kind
you will receive.

Use the tool at the bottom of the page. Make sure that you show how your
figures have been calculated in the 'Description' field, for example:

Ticket sales (7 dates @ 60% of 100 capacity x £8 ticket price) £3,360

The table at the top of the page is a snapshot of the information you enter,
and will calculate your total income for you as you work. This table is not
editable. The table already includes the amount you are requesting from
Arts Council England so you do not need to add this.

To add an income line
To add each income line, click the 'Add new item' icon on the left of the screen. To add more
than one line of income, use the 'Save and Add another' button.

Income summary
Income heading % Project value Amount (£)

Earned income 0.00% £0

Local authority funding 2.34% £1,000

Other public funding 0.00% £0

Private income 10.19% £4,350

Income total (cash) 12.53% £5,350

Support in kind 57.77% £24,671

Arts Council England Funding 29.70% £12,683

Income total 100.00% £42,704

Expected / confirmed summary
Income heading % Project income Amount (£)

Expected 3.33% £1,000

Confirmed 96.67% £29,021

Income total 100.00% £30,021

Please tick the box if you have less than 10%
funding from sources other than the Arts

Council.
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Income heading Description Expected or
confirmed

Amount

Private income Invisible Wind Factory Limited Confirmed £3,500

Private income the Bluecoat, Liverpool Confirmed £250

Private income Liverpool Irish Festival Confirmed £300

Private income Liverpool John Moores University Confirmed £300

Local authority funding Liverpool City Council Mayor's Fund Expected £1,000

Support in kind Lens Based Media: Promo Video Confirmed £1,200

Support in kind Installation and invigilation of Volunteer Exhibition
from the Blue...

Confirmed £400

Support in kind Therapists from PSS charity running Culture Club Confirmed £900

Support in kind Ray Ross Printing discount Confirmed £48

Support in kind Rent Confirmed £2,917

Support in kind Non Domestic Business Rates Confirmed £1,881

Support in kind Combined Liability Insurance Confirmed £220

Support in kind Water Rates Confirmed £75

Support in kind Premises License Confirmed £120

Support in kind Initial fit/refurbishment Confirmed £5,200

Support in kind Staff invigilator Confirmed £8,550

Support in kind Marketing Confirmed £650

Support in kind Projector Confirmed £550

Support in kind Projector Screen Confirmed £350

Support in kind Chairs Confirmed £400

Support in kind Curtain Confirmed £550

Support in kind Brand Design Confirmed £350

Support in kind Building Insurance Confirmed £90

Support in kind Due Diligence compliance management Confirmed £220
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Income details

Income heading: Private income

Description: Invisible Wind Factory Limited

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £3,500

Income details

Income heading: Private income

Description: the Bluecoat, Liverpool

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £250

Income details

Income heading: Private income

Description: Liverpool Irish Festival

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £300

Income details

Income heading: Private income

Description: Liverpool John Moores University

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £300
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Income details

Income heading: Local authority funding

Description: Liverpool City Council Mayor's Fund

Expected or confirmed: Expected

Amount (£): £1,000

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Lens Based Media: Promo Video

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £1,200

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Installation and invigilation of Volunteer
Exhibition from the Bluecoat

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £400

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Therapists from PSS charity running Culture Club

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £900
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Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Ray Ross Printing discount

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £48

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Rent

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £2,917

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Non Domestic Business Rates

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £1,881

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Combined Liability Insurance

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £220
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Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Water Rates

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £75

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Premises License

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £120

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Initial fit/refurbishment

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £5,200

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Staff invigilator

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £8,550
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Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Marketing

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £650

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Projector

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £550

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Projector Screen

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £350

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Chairs

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £400
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Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Curtain

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £550

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Brand Design

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £350

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Building Insurance

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £90

Income details

Income heading: Support in kind

Description: Due Diligence compliance management

Expected or confirmed: Confirmed

Amount (£): £220
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Income questions

Tell us how you have raised, or plan to raise, the income from other
sources you have included in the income table.
This is to help us understand how realistic your budget is, and the partnership support that is in
place. Income from other sources could include other grant applications, donations or
crowdfunding.

Don’t include any income that won’t be used specifically for this project.

 You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

In preparing for this bid, OUTPUT manager Gabrielle de la Puente met with
institutions in the Liverpool City Region to discuss support. Out of those
conversations, the Bluecoat’s Head of Programmes Marie-Anne McQuay has
confirmed £250 in real match - coming from non-NPO funding. Further, director
of Liverpool Irish Festival Emma Smith has pledged £300 coming from Eleanor
Rathbone funding; and Fine Art course leader Rory Macbeth (Liverpool John
Moores University) has confirmd £300 from university funding. Besides this,
Liverpool City Council (LCC) have agreed in principle to offer £1000 in cash
match from the Mayoral fund. Support from LCC comes via Culture Liverpool
department with a referral from Claire McColgan and Robin Kemp. Culture
Liverpool appreciate the lack of independent art presentation spaces of this
nature in the city centre. Its a positive response to regeneration on Seel Street
and the Wolstenholme Square development which saw the closure of
Wolstenholme Creative Space, Mello Mello creative hub, and Kazimier club. Its
expected to be invoiced in August 2018. Invisible Wind Factory will contribute
£3500 cash match guaranteed. This is the upper most limit that the company
can afford after the gallery’s pilot, and is confirmed income. IWF have launched
a small cafe and licenced bar at the gallery’s entrance. This may take six
months to a year to become viable, but IWF plans move the cafe into a position
of surplus so it can then fund the cafe with the surplus.

Tell us about the support in kind in your budget
Tell us how you have worked out your support in kind, and why it benefits your project.

You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.
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IWF is supporting the OUTPUT Gallery project with capital investment in the
form of initial fit out/ equipment, plus operational and fixed costs:
Rent: Gallery belongs to the same lease as the Kazimier Garden. Annual rent
for the site is £20,000 for the entire plot, Gallery taking up 35% of lease space
Non-Domestic Rates: Entire property is subject to rates under its permission of
use
Insurance: policies that cover employers and public liability. An amendment
made to include this into company policies
Water Rates: this is a cost that IWF will burden
Premises Licence: IWF has attained an amendment to licence
Initial Fit Out: to launch the pilot programme IWF needed to make good of the
dilapidated space inc. rewiring electrics, new distribution board, plastering,
basic rigging points. Invested in April 2018, and maintenance is ongoing
Staff/Invigilator: It is required that a member of staff be there during operating
hours to inc cleaning, and management, plus H&S
Marketing: project benefits from the extensive network and marketing resources
of IWF
Assets (projector, chairs, curtain, screen): purchased and fabricated by IWF
Brand Design: this was launched in May 2018 and was design fee cost.
Due Diligence: all Due Diligence/H&S is absorbed into the organisation.

Other sources:
Fact: AV equipment loan for showcases
Bluecoat: £400 in show staff
Lens Based Media: videography/editing for promo film content Ray Ross:
discount on all promo printing offered by local business
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Expenditure

Please enter all your cash expenditure for your project on this page.

The table at the top of the page is a snapshot of the information you are
entering, and will calculate your total expenditure for you as you work.
This table is not editable. The table already includes any Support in kind
you added on the Income screen so you do not need to add this.

The details about each item of expenditure that you add will be shown in
the list at the bottom of the page. You should make sure that you show
how your figures have been calculated in the 'Description' field. For
example, you should show the number of days and the daily rate for any
fees shown.

To add an expenditure line
To add each expenditure line, click the 'Add new item' icon on the left of the screen. To add
more than one line of expenditure, use the 'Save and Add another' button.

Spending (expenditure) summary
Expenditure heading % Project value Amount (£)

Artistic and creative or specialist costs 34.78% £14,853

Making your work accessible 1.12% £480

Developing your organisation and people 0.23% £100

Marketing and developing audiences 5.15% £2,200

Overheads 0.00% £0

Assets - buildings, equipment, instruments and vehicles 0.00% £0

Other 0.94% £400

Personal access costs 0.00% £0

Expenditure total (cash) 42.23% £18,033

Support in kind 57.77% £24,671

Expenditure total 100.00% £42,704

Total income (for information): £42,704
Expenditure Description Amount

Making your work accessible Access ramp £480

Other Contingency calculated at 3% £400

Artistic and creative or specialist costs October technical budget: 150x3 weeks that covers
technical install...

£450

Artistic and creative or specialist costs November technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical instal...

£450
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Artistic and creative or specialist costs December technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical instal...

£450

Artistic and creative or specialist costs January technical budget: 150x3 weeks that covers
technical install...

£450

Artistic and creative or specialist costs February technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical instal...

£450

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee no.1 for ROOTED exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee no.2 for ROOTED exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee no.3 for ROOTED exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Curator fee no.1 for ROOTED exhibition £200

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Curator fee no.2 for ROOTED exhibition £200

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Workshop fee for ROOTED exhibition £150

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Performer no.1 for ROOTED exhibition £150

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Performer no.2 for ROOTED exhibition £150

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee for Liverpool Irish Festival exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee for John Davies solo exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Materials for Bluecoat volunteer exhibition £250

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Curator fee for OUTPUT OPEN for Jon Edgley £200

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Artist fee for Rad Womyn Exhibition £300

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Curator fee no.1 for Rad Womyn Exhibition for
Priya Sharma

£200

Artistic and creative or specialist costs Curator fee no.2 for Rad Womyn Exhibition for
Salma Noor

£200
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Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Making your work accessible

Description: Access ramp

Amount (£): £480

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Other

Description: Contingency calculated at 3%

Amount (£): £400

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: October technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical installation of upcoming
exhibition, printing and marketing of programme
and brochure.

Amount (£): £450

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: November technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical installation of upcoming
exhibition and printing.

Amount (£): £450

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: December technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical installation of upcoming
exhibition and printing.

Amount (£): £450

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: January technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical installation of upcoming
exhibition and printing.

Amount (£): £450

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: February technical budget: 150x3 weeks that
covers technical installation of upcoming
exhibition and printing.

Amount (£): £450

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee no.1 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee no.2 for ROOTED exhibition 

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee no.3 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee no.1 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee no.2 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Workshop fee for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £150

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Performer no.1 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £150

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Performer no.2 for ROOTED exhibition

Amount (£): £150

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee for Liverpool Irish Festival exhibition

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description:
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Amount (£):

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee for John Davies solo exhibition

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Materials for Bluecoat volunteer exhibition

Amount (£): £250

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs
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Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee for OUTPUT OPEN for Jon Edgley

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee for Rad Womyn Exhibition

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee no.1 for Rad Womyn Exhibition for
Priya Sharma

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee no.2 for Rad Womyn Exhibition for
Salma Noor

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Curator fee no.3 for Rad Womyn Exhibition for
Laura Harris

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Speaker fee for Rad Womyn exhibition

Amount (£): £200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Workshop no.1 materials for Rad Womyn
exhibition

Amount (£): £150

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Workshop no.2 materials for Rad Womyn
exhibition

Amount (£): £80

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs
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Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee for Liverpool John Moores University
MA Fine Art prize winner

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Artist fee for Kevin Casey solo show

Amount (£): £300

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Developing your organisation and people

Description: Magazinist to develop artist/bookshop for the
gallery

Amount (£): £100

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: Press releases to cover exhibitions, £4 per
exhibition inclusive of discount from Ray Ross
Printing

Amount (£): £48

Expenditure details
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Expenditure heading: Marketing and developing audiences

Description: 1 day a week at £100/day (over 22 week
programme) for gallery manager Gabrielle de la
Puente to develop audience and run Culture Club

Amount (£): £2,200

Expenditure details

Expenditure heading: Artistic and creative or specialist costs

Description: 2 days a week at £100/day (22 week
programme) for gallery manager Gabrielle de la
Puente to curate and deliver the exhibition
programme, support artists, and cover
administration

Amount (£): £4,400
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Expenditure questions

Tell us how you will manage the budget for this project, and about your
previous experience of managing budgets.
You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

As of 21/09 Invisible Wind Factory Limited took over from Kazimier Productions
CIC (and all its interests) which has been a registered company since October
2014 (associated team has been in operation since 2008). IWF is made of up
the same Board, staff and interests as KPCIC with an additional advisory board.
Currently operating: Invisible Wind Factory venue (main venue and substation
venue); IWF Studios (artist studios and workshop spaces); Kazimier
Productions (creative projects production department); and Kazimier Garden
(Seel Street bar and kitchen). Liam Naughton has been Chair Person and
Managing Director of the organisation for the last 7 years and oversees the
departments and projects which now include OUTPUT Gallery. The finance for
the space is accountable to the IWF Board and Liam Naughton, and will be
assisted by company administrator Holly Viola and gallery manager Gabrielle
de la Puente. Jonathan Ford is IWF’s accountancy firm, with whom IWF
operates bookkeeping, management accounts, tax returns, and PAYE payroll.
IWF use in-house accounting package Xero Professional to manage internal
management tools -P&L, stock/equipment inventory, and individual projects and
departments financially. These tools and systems will form the basis of the
projects budget management, with fortnightly reviews reporting back to the
team. Together, the IWF management team manage budgets over five
departments  in the not-for-profit business, as
well as pending capital projects. IWF is a VAT registered company, subject to
Corporation Tax, and PAYE. IWF has a business bank account with NatWest.

Tell us how you have worked out the costs in your project budget,
including the costs of any purchases.
You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.
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Based on the budgets of similar artist-led activity in the Liverpool City Region,
such as The Royal Standard, Crown Building Studios and the now closed A
Small View, an artist fee for a solo exhibition of £300 has been calculated and

 Following the example of other artist-
led spaces and music venues, a performer and/or workshop fee has been set at
£150; and for the activity of external curators on the programme, a fee has been
set at £200, calculated from 2 days at 100/day rate. To ensure the exhibitions
are of the highest standard, we have budgeted £450 per month to cover
materials and technical installation for wall-building, lighting and audio/visual
production for the various reconfigurations the gallery space will take in a high-
turnover of exhibitions with different visions. The monthly materials budget will
also cover printing of press releases and leaflets, and a brochure for the
programme. Besides this, the gallery manager rate of £300 per week has been
calculated at 3 days at 100/day based on personal previous project work with
AIR studio (project: Tidal Twirlings). The gallery manager is responsible for
administration, curation, the delivery of the exhibition and public programme
that includes weekly Culture Club and bi-monthly Art Socials and Group Critique
sessions; and also for audience development and work on engagement. A
contingency of 3% has been calculated at £400.

Fair pay

We are committed to making sure that those who work in arts and culture
are properly and fairly paid.

Please read the fair pay section of our How to Apply guidance for more
information.

Have you used any recognised pay guidelines
to work out pay for those involved in your

project (including you)?

Yes – if so, which guidelines have you used?

Please explain in more detail.

You can use up to 600 characters to answer this.

In accordance with guidelines on National Living Wage, we have calculated
technicians at £150/day rate (a day being no longer than 8 hours). Artist fee has
been negotiated based on what the operation costs of the artist is with
confirmed contract agreement on both sides; and artist fees of £300 for solo
exhibition also based on precedent set by the artist and previous
exhibition presentations.

There are other people included in the delivery of my project, as workers
or volunteers. I am aware of my statutory responsibilities.
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X

The latest government guidance on employing people is here.
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Management: what we want to know

Management is one of our four criteria.

In this section we want you to tell us how you will manage your project.
We will ask you to tell us about any partners involved in the project, where
it will be taking place and how you will evaluate the project. We will ask
you to fill in a timeline of the key stages of your project, and tell us about
the planning you’ve done to date.

Please read the Management section of our How to Apply guidance for
help on how to answer these questions.

When we look at your answers to these questions we will think about:

- if the activity is realistic and well planned (including having a realistic
tour schedule, where appropriate);
- if the application shows your ability to manage the activity successfully;
- if the team delivering the project has a track record of managing similar
activity;
- if the activity is supported by appropriate partnerships; and
- if plans to evaluate the activity are appropriate.
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Partners details

Partner name: Liverpool Irish Festival

Main contact (if organisation): Emma Smith

Email address:

Role in project: Co-producer on exhibition

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Partners details

Partner name: Liverpool John Moores University

Main contact (if organisation): Rory Macbeth

Email address:

Role in project: Co-producer on LJMU MA solo show

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed

Partners details

Partner name: the Bluecoat

Main contact (if organisation): Marie-Anne McQuay

Email address:

Role in project: Organiser on Volunteer Exhibition

Confirmed or expected: Confirmed
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Location

We are interested in where the projects we support are happening, and
whether they involve touring. It’s important for getting a fuller picture
about where our investment reaches. We report to our funders on where
the activities we fund happen.

Activity that involves touring
A project that includes presenting the same programme of work in a
number of different locations.

Activity that doesn’t involve touring
A project that happens in just one place, that happens in several different
places but isn’t about touring work, or doesn’t happen in any specific
place (for example online work)

Some touring and other types of activity
A project that involves showing the same work in a number of locations,
and some work that isn’t touring (eg a tour and some organisational
development work).

My project: doesn’t include any touring at all
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Non-touring

Location details

Using the tool below, please enter the location(s) where your non-touring activity is happening.
To add a location, click the 'Add new item' icon on the left of the screen. To add more than one
location, use the 'Save and Add another' button.

If your project is not happening in a specific place, please enter your home postcode.

Name of the location Local authority

OUTPUT gallery Liverpool
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Non-touring location details

Name of the location (e.g. Oneplace Arts
Centre):

OUTPUT gallery

Enter postcode: L1 4BE

No postcode available:

Local authority: Liverpool

Have you received any advice from this local
authority?

Yes

Local authority staff:
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Project plan

Planning to date
Tell us about the planning and preparation you have already done.

 This work should not be included as a cost in your budget; we cannot fund activity that has
already taken place.

You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

OUTPUT launched in April 2018 with a four-month programme in order to
assess how well the space operates and how valuable it is to the public and
local art scene. Criticism published about the current programme has
celebrated Hassnat Sikander’s solo exhibition as, ‘work with power that would
deserve a show in any city, and which shows the value of having a gallery with
its ear close to the ground of the local scene,’ and the visitor experience, saying
‘everything here struck me as designed to make visitors feel they can belong in
and be part of this space just as much as anyone’ (Julia Johnson). Laura
Robertson wrote for A-N, ‘the gallery is a surprising and welcome boost for DIY
art spaces in Liverpool in the face of widespread redevelopment.’ In preparation
for this bid, the gallery held INPUT events: public consultation days inviting
those from or based in Merseyside to put themselves forward for involvement
with OUTPUT, recommend others, share hopes for the space and any criticism
so the gallery could improve. The programme was built from that pool of 60+
(and growing) conversations, honouring the public vision for OUTPUT as being
useful for the local art scene for inspiration, development and community. A
timeline has been produced running from mid-Sept to mid-April, coinciding with
moments on the public calendar 

 Meetings have been held with Tate Liverpool, FACT and the
Bluecoat to secure support for the gallery, as well as match, in-kind support and
confirmation letters; and with local businesses such as Ray Ross printing to
secure a 50% discount for the gallery. The programme the bid covers will not
commence until funding has been confirmed.

* Project Timeline

Please use the table to list the main stages and tasks of the project from the start date onwards,
and to show who will lead on each part of the project.

Enter at least one stage, and add each project stage in order.

To create the table, click the 'Add new item' icon on the left of the screen to add a project stage.
To add more than one stage, use the 'Save and Add another' button.

The table at the bottom of the page will populate with the information you enter.
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Start date End date Activity or task details Task lead

15/10/2018 15/10/2018 Installation and build, preparing for exhibiting. Gabrielle de la
Puente

17/10/2018 17/10/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

18/10/2018 28/10/2018 Solo exhibition for Liverpool Irish Festival Emma Smith, artist
Sorcha B...

24/10/2018 24/10/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

29/10/2018 29/10/2018 GROUP CRIT Gabrielle de la
Puente

31/10/2018 31/10/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

01/11/2018 04/11/2018 Solo exhibition by John Davies John Davies and
Gabrielle d...

05/11/2018 05/11/2018 ART SOCIAL Gabrielle de la
Puente

07/11/2018 07/11/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

08/11/2018 11/11/2018 Group exhibition by Bluecoat volunteers Ed Montana-
Williams and
Gab...

14/11/2018 14/11/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

15/11/2018 25/11/2018 OUTPUT OPEN group exhibition Jon Edgely and
Gabrielle de...

21/11/2018 21/11/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

28/11/2018 28/11/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

29/11/2018 02/12/2018 Rad Womyn's Exhibition Salma Noor, Priya
Sharma, L...

05/12/2018 05/12/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

06/12/2018 16/12/2018 Solo exhibition by Michael Lacey Michael Lacey and
Gabrielle...

12/12/2018 12/12/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

17/12/2018 17/12/2018 GROUP CRIT Gabrielle de la
Puente

19/12/2018 19/12/2018 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

20/12/2018 23/12/2018 Exhibition by The Offy Gregory Herbert
and Linny V...

07/01/2019 07/01/2019 ART SOCIAL Gabrielle de la
Puente

09/01/2019 09/01/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...
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10/01/2019 20/01/2019 Solo exhibition by Kevin Casey Kevin Casey and
Gabrielle d...

16/01/2019 16/01/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

23/01/2019 23/01/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

24/01/2019 03/02/2019 ROOTED exhibition Amber Akaunu,
Fauziya Johns...

28/01/2019 28/01/2019 GROUP CRIT Gabrielle de la
Puente

30/01/2019 30/01/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

06/02/2019 06/02/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

07/02/2019 24/02/2019 Solo exhibition by Mark Leckey Mark Leckey and
Gabrielle d...

13/02/2019 13/02/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

20/02/2019 20/02/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

27/02/2019 27/02/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

28/02/2019 10/03/2019 Solo exhibition by LJMU prize winner Gina Tsang Gina Tsang and
Gabrielle de...

04/03/2019 04/03/2019 ART SOCIAL Gabrielle de la
Puente

05/03/2019 05/03/2019 GROUP CRIT Gabrielle de la
Puente

06/03/2019 06/03/2019 CULTURE CLUB Jan-Sher Bhatti,
Julie Chan...

11/03/2019 13/03/2019 Deinstall and evaluate Gabrielle de la
Puente
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Project plan details

Start date: 15/10/2018

End date: 15/10/2018

Activity or task details: Installation and build, preparing for exhibiting.

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 17/10/2018

End date: 17/10/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 18/10/2018

End date: 28/10/2018

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition for Liverpool Irish Festival

Task lead: Emma Smith, artist Sorcha Boyle, Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 24/10/2018

End date: 24/10/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Project plan details

Start date: 29/10/2018

End date: 29/10/2018

Activity or task details: GROUP CRIT

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 31/10/2018

End date: 31/10/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 01/11/2018

End date: 04/11/2018

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition by John Davies

Task lead: John Davies and Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 05/11/2018

End date: 05/11/2018

Activity or task details: ART SOCIAL

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Project plan details

Start date: 07/11/2018

End date: 07/11/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 08/11/2018

End date: 11/11/2018

Activity or task details: Group exhibition by Bluecoat volunteers

Task lead: Ed Montana-Williams and Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 14/11/2018

End date: 14/11/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puenten

Project plan details

Start date: 15/11/2018

End date: 25/11/2018

Activity or task details: OUTPUT OPEN group exhibition

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Task lead: Jon Edgely and Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 21/11/2018

End date: 21/11/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 28/11/2018

End date: 28/11/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 29/11/2018

End date: 02/12/2018

Activity or task details: Rad Womyn's Exhibition

Task lead: Salma Noor, Priya Sharma, Laura Harris

Project plan details

Start date: 05/12/2018

End date: 05/12/2018

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 06/12/2018

End date: 16/12/2018

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition by Michael Lacey

Task lead: Michael Lacey and Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 12/12/2018

End date: 12/12/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 17/12/2018

End date: 17/12/2018

Activity or task details: GROUP CRIT

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 19/12/2018

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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End date: 19/12/2018

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 20/12/2018

End date: 23/12/2018

Activity or task details: Exhibition by The Offy

Task lead: Gregory Herbert and Linny Venables

Project plan details

Start date: 07/01/2019

End date: 07/01/2019

Activity or task details: ART SOCIAL

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 09/01/2019

End date: 09/01/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Start date: 10/01/2019

End date: 20/01/2019

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition by Kevin Casey

Task lead: Kevin Casey and Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 16/01/2019

End date: 16/01/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 23/01/2019

End date: 23/01/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 24/01/2019

End date: 03/02/2019

Activity or task details: ROOTED exhibition

Task lead: Amber Akaunu, Fauziya Johnson and Gabrielle
de la Puente

Project plan details

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Start date: 28/01/2019

End date: 28/01/2019

Activity or task details: GROUP CRIT

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 30/01/2019

End date: 30/01/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 06/02/2019

End date: 06/02/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 07/02/2019

End date: 24/02/2019

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition by Mark Leckey

Task lead: Mark Leckey and Gabrielle de la Puente

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Project plan details

Start date: 13/02/2019

End date: 13/02/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 20/02/2019

End date: 20/02/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 27/02/2019

End date: 27/02/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 28/02/2019

End date: 10/03/2019

Activity or task details: Solo exhibition by LJMU prize winner Gina Tsang

Task lead: Gina Tsang and Gabrielle de la Puente

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Project plan details

Start date: 04/03/2019

End date: 04/03/2019

Activity or task details: ART SOCIAL

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 05/03/2019

End date: 05/03/2019

Activity or task details: GROUP CRIT

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 06/03/2019

End date: 06/03/2019

Activity or task details: CULTURE CLUB

Task lead: Jan-Sher Bhatti, Julie Chan and Gabrielle de la
Puente

Project plan details

Start date: 11/03/2019

End date: 13/03/2019

Activity or task details: Deinstall and evaluate

Task lead: Gabrielle de la Puente

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Evaluation

Results of your project
Please estimate the results of your project in the categories below. Enter ‘0’ (zero) for any item
that is not relevant.

Project Results Estimated

Number of new products or commissions 12

Period of employment for artists (in days) 63

Number of performance or exhibition days 76

Number of sessions for education, training or participation 31

Divide the day into three sessions (morning, afternoon and evening). A session is any one of
these.

Tell us how you will evaluate your project.
Tell us how you plan to monitor the progress of your project, and evaluate your outcomes
throughout the project. Think about all the parts of your project, including quality, public
engagement, finance and management. If we give you a grant, we will ask you to evaluate your
work and fill in an activity report at the end of your project.

You can use up to 1500 characters to answer this.

OUTPUT will continue to run its INPUT events, which are public consultations
that invite feedback on how the space is running, and which more generally ask
what the Liverpool City Region public think the space should be used for.
OUTPUT will produce reports after each INPUT event, where audiences will be
invited to fill in forms from Arts Council’s own reporting templates to discern who
OUTPUT’s audience is, how they learnt about the space, and the quality of their
visitor experience. There will also be an opportunity for audiences to give their
feedback by proxy and anonymously in order to protect validity and encourage
criticism. Any exhibition reviews and comments in print or online will be collated.
This will allow OUTPUT to monitor its progress going forward, and it will also
bring together comments that the gallery can take forward into a larger report
which evaluates the gallery’s full activity, identity and engagement, and the
programme this bid covers. The report will be co-written by Gallery Manager
Gabrielle de la Puente, whose background is in exhibition and institutional
criticism, and Managing Director of Invisible Wind Factory, Liam Naughton.

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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Letter attachments

You can use the links below to upload documents. Please note that the maximum file size you
can upload is 10MB and we accept pdf, MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint and jpeg files.

Document
Type

Req
uire
d?

Document description Date
attached

Letter type

Click to add
attachment...

No Permission letter 24/09/2018 Time-sensitive application

Click to add
attachment...

No

Click to add
attachment...

No

Applicant: INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY LIMITED 54230224
Project: OUTPUT gallery ACPG-00139680
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